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Traditional tattoo removal procedures

are notorious for being incredibly long,

slow, and costly. Despite the advances

in medicinal research and technology,

it seems like no one has been able to

crack the code to pain-free tattoo

removal. 

Until now, that is. 

World-renowned specialty healthcare

experts, Inkology Cream, now offers

what promises to be the safest and

most effective tattoo removal cream on

the market.  Their products are made

of 100% natural ingredients, are

incredibly effective, and are FDA-approved. 

Yes, you read that correctly. Unlike the other so-called tattoo removal creams, you can find

online and in stores, only Inkology is FDA-approved. 

Consumers will no longer have to dread the possibility of suffering negative side effects from

harmful chemicals or suffer from human negligence. If you’re looking for the best pain-free

tattoo removal cream on the market, Inkology blows the competition out of the water! 

At Inkology, they strive to become the top specialty healthcare company in the countries we

serve the UK, USA, and Canada. We are a privately owned company and a leader in the tattoo

removal and tattoo removal creams space. Our passion is to help improve the quality of life for

our customers. 

In today’s competitive landscape, there’s no shortage of companies trying to make a quick buck
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from the misfortune of others. As a proud member of Inkology, however, we strive to make our

communities better. 

Every day we work towards our goal by developing products that help drive innovation that can

improve medical approaches.

Having the wrong tattoo permanently etched into your skin can be a frightening experience. We

understand that the expectations of the body art we put on our bodies can end up being huge

disappointments. 

We especially know how difficult and delicate the process to remove them can be. 

Some companies only provide premium customer support if their clients pay for it. Otherwise,

their customers will get a basic level of support that offers minimal features. 

Not so at Inkology, their customer support team takes the opportunity to help our callers and

form strong relationships for the long term. When you contact our team, we want to give you the

confidence that you can count on our services whenever you need them. Why getting a tattoo

removal is so difficult

With so many people getting tattoos these days, you’d think someone would have already found

a solution. The problem is, that getting a tattoo is a lot harder than removing one. 

Going through the grueling removal process was tough enough; the costs unbearable for most.

In fact, many people don’t even bother committing to a program that usually takes longer than a

year to complete. 

There are many factors that can influence how difficult a tattoo may be to remove. Some of

these factors include:

●	The depth: Tattoos are injected in the dermis layer, the second layer of skin right below the

epidermis. 

●	Color: Different tattoo colors require different treatment methods. 

●	The size of the ink particle: Tattoos stay in your skin because the ink particles are too large for

your body to remove naturally. 

●	The tone of your skin: The darker your skin tone is, the more difficult it can be to treat with

lasers. 

Needless to say, these factors pose significant challenges to people who try to perform tattoo

removal. 

A crowded market with unattractive solutions

Finding a safe and pain-free tattoo removal option can often feel, well, like trying to find a needle

in a haystack. The competition is steep and there’s no shortage of horror stories about simple



procedures gone wrong. 

Whether you’re browsing online or jumping from shop to shop, it seems like everyone offers a

fast and effective solution to remove your tattoo. The reality, however, is that most of these so-

called solutions fall far short of their promise. 

There’s also a fair amount of danger in chasing unproven wonder products from unscrupulous

vendors and companies. In this ultra-competitive market, it is common for the critical details to

be blurred between the lines. 

As a result, many consumers end up getting tricked into buying remedies and solutions that only

serve to waste your time and money. If you’re not careful, you can end up causing irreparable

harm to your skin and your self-esteem. 

The dangers of traditional tattoo removal services

Traditional tattoo removal services required going to a skin doctor (dermatologist) for medical

options. Some of the most common procedures included laser surgery, surgical removal, and

dermabrasion.

Unfortunately, these procedures often turned out to be lengthy, painful, and costly. In addition,

the results were often a mixed bag. 

Today, traditional tattoo removal technology is more accessible to non-medical professionals,

such as a spa attendant. However, the risks of getting these “faster and cheaper” procedures are

much higher and can result in infections, bad scarring, or worse.  

Inkology tattoo removal creams are 100% safe and effective

Unlike many of the products on the market, Ikology’s non-abrasive tattoo removal creams are

made with 100% natural ingredients. You won’t have to worry about nasty acids or other harmful

ingredients that could potentially cause permanent damage to your skin.
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